Rockwood Behavioral Health
801 W 5th Ave Suite 422
Spokane, WA 99204
Phone: 509-342-3480
Fax: 509-342-3481

Welcome to Rockwood Behavioral Health
On behalf of our staff, we would like to take this opportunity to welcome you to the Rockwood Behavioral Health Center. We are
pleased that you have selected us and we look forward to your initial visit. Please read through this paperwork carefully, complete the
forms, and bring them with you to your first appointment along with your insurance card, picture identification, and copay if your insurance
requires one.
We ask that you arrive 15 minutes early for your first appointment. If you have not had time to complete the forms, please
come at least 30 minutes early so that you can thoroughly complete them. We will not see you for an intake session without your
paperwork being completed.

General Information
The therapeutic relationship is unique because it is highly personal and at the same time, a contractual agreement. Given this, it is
important for us to reach a clear understanding about how the relationship between provider and patient will work. Please read through
the following information carefully and if you have further questions, you can discuss them with your provider or with our staff.

Minors
**For children 12 and under, a parent or legal guardian must be present for all appointments at our clinic. If a child arrives at our
clinic without the presence of a parent or legal guardian, we will be unable to see the child for that appointment and the visit will be
rescheduled for a time that a parent or legal guardian can be present. This policy is in place incase an emergency arises during session and
we need to contact a parent or legal guardian immediately. Parents or legal guardians are also the only individuals who can make
medication decisions if you child is seeing a prescriber at our clinic. We ask that parents stay on campus or in the clinic while your child is in
session. **

Sessions
The first intake session can last anywhere between 1-2 hours depending on which provider you are meeting with. During this time,
your provider will gather necessary information to determine if we are able to address your needs within our short-term therapy model.
Please note that completing an intake appointment does not guarantee that we will be able to continue to see you for sessions and
provide you services. If you are seeing a provider for a medication consult, be aware that our providers do not prescribe any medication
at the first appointment. If your provider determines during your intake session that you will benefit from longer-term care or more
specialized services outside of our clinic, you will be provided with a list of handpicked referral resources that will suit your needs or
concerns.

Duration of Provider and Patient Relationship
Our clinic works from a short-term model of counseling and therapy, typically seeing patients for 16-20 sessions. Your provider will
have frequent conversations about your goals and progress. Your provider will discuss the expected duration and frequency of sessions
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based on your counseling goals and financial abilities. If you do not schedule additional sessions after a period of 90 days, we will assume
you would like to discontinue care and we will remove you from our active caseload in effort to open availability to new patients.

Risks and Benefits
There are some risks and benefits involved in counseling. Risks may include remembering unpleasant events which can bring up
strong emotions, or impact relationships with significant others. The benefits from counseling can include an improved ability to relate to
others; a clearer understanding of self, values, and goals; increased productivity; and an ability to deal with everyday stress. Taking personal
responsibility for working with these issues may lead to greater growth and sense of control over your life.

Confidentiality and Patient Rights
The privacy of all communications between a provider and patient are protected by law. We can only release information about
your treatment to others with your written permission, with a few exceptions. There are some situations where we are legally obligated to
take action to protect others from harm, even if your provider must reveal information about your treatment. For example, if a child,
elderly person, or disabled person is being abused, we are legally obligated to file a report with the appropriate state agency. If we believe
that a patient is threatening serious bodily harm to another, we are required to take protective action. These actions may include notifying
potential victims, contacting the police, or seeking hospitalization options for the patient. If a patient threatens to harm himself/herself, we
may be obligated to seek hospitalization for him/her or contact family members who can provide protection. If a situation like this arises,
your provider will make every effort to discuss it with you before taking action.
Our relationship with you will be professional and therapeutic. To preserve this relationship, we will not have a social or personal
connection with you outside of the office. We will also not add you to any social media platforms. If anyone from our office sees you
outside our clinic, we will not acknowledge you first. Your right to privacy and confidentiality is of the utmost importance to us and we do
not want to jeopardize it. If you acknowledge our staff first outside of our clinic, we would be more than happy to speak with you briefly.

Contacting Your Provider
If you have questions or concerns, you may contact our front office staff at 509-342-3480 and they will be able to assist you. If
you are experiencing an emergency and need immediate assistance, please call the Regional Crisis Line at 877-266-1818 or call 911 and
head to your nearest emergency room. To ensure your confidentiality, we are prohibited from sending your health information through email, text messages, or social media. You can contact your provider through MyChart for secure messaging. Our front office staff can help
you sign up for MyChart if you need assistance.

Insurance and Copays
It is your responsibility as the patient to be aware of your insurance coverage, benefits, and what your copay amount may be.
Please call your insurance company before your first visit. We recommend asking the following questions when you call:
□

Do I have active coverage for
mental health therapy?

□

Do I have a copay for outpatient
mental health therapy?

□

Do I have any visit limits or
need prior authorization?

Your insurance company requires us to collect your copay at the time of service. If you do not have insurance coverage and are a selfpay patient, the full balance of your visit is due at the time of service. Please come prepared to pay for copay or visit balance. For your
convenience we accept cash, check, Visa, Mastercard, American Express, and Discover card.
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Late Cancellation and No-Show Policy
We take treatment at our clinic seriously. The help you reach your goals and address your concerns, regular attendance of your
appointments is crucial. Your scheduled session is reserved for you, and if missed your treatment is impacted. It also prevents up
from offering that time to another patient in need. We understand that occasionally there are situations that will arise and prevent
you from coming to your scheduled appointment. In these instances, we do require a 24-hour cancellation notice. If you cancel
with less than 24-hours’ notice, it is considered a late cancellation. Please read through our “No-Show and Late Cancellation Policy”.
What’s a no-show? A no-show appointment is the term we use when patients do not arrive to their appointment and we have not
received any communication that they were not going to attend.
What’s a late cancellation? A late cancellation is when we receive a call from a patient to cancel an appointment, but it’s within 24
hours of their scheduled appointment time.
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What is the new policy? Patients with three no-shows or late cancellations in one year (starting January 1, 2020), are able call the
front desk for same-day appointments instead of having regularly scheduled visits. We often have same-day openings available, so
this may work better for your schedule!
But sometimes I don’t have 24 hours’ notice to cancel! We know that life happens and giving advanced notice isn’t always possible!
Each time you no-show or late-cancel, we will send you a letter, reminding you of this policy. After two letters, we ask that you and
your provider revisit this policy, just to make sure we communicated clearly. After three letters, we will ask that you call our front
desk when you are ready to schedule an appointment.
What can I do if I need to cancel an appointment? If you need to cancel an appointment, please call our front desk with at least 24
hours’ notice. We are happy to work with you on rescheduling!
I still have questions! Our front desk team and administration are happy to help! You can call us, or chat with us on your way to or
from an appointment. We understand new policies can be a challenge, so we are here to listen 😊
Your signature below states that you have read through and understand the all information given to you on pages 1-4, and that you
agree to its contents.

Patient/Guardian Signature

Date

Place Patient Label Here

Directions and Parking
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Location and Parking
The physical address for our clinic is 801 W. 5th Ave, Suite 422. We are located in the Deaconess Medical Building which is across
the street from the Deaconess Emergency Room. The entrance to our parking lot is located on 5th Avenue. Please take a ticket and follow
the ramp up to the parking lot. Please note that parking is not validated. Please be prepared to pay $3.00 for parking.

Directions
□
□
□
□

□

Westbound I-90: Take exit 280-B (Lincoln Street). Turn right on 3rd Avenue. Turn right on Wall. Turn right on 5th Avenue. Head
West on 5th Avenue to the Deaconess Medical Office Building at 801 W. 5th Avenue.
Eastbound I-90: Take exit 280 (Maple/Lincoln). Turn right on Monroe. Turn Left on 5th Avenue. Head east on 5th to Deaconess.
Coming from the North on Monroe: Take Monroe south to Fifth Avenue. Turn Left on Fifth Avenue. Head east on 5th to Deaconess
Medical Office Building at 801 W. 5th Avenue.
Coming from the North on Division: Go south on Division until it becomes Browne. Take Browne to 2nd Avenue and turn right. Take
2nd to Wall and turn left. Take Wall to 5th and turn right. Head west on 5th to Deaconess Medical Office Building at 801 W. 5th
Avenue.
Coming from the South on Grand: Go north on Grand until it becomes McClellan Street. Take McClellan to 8th Avenue and turn
left. Take 8th until it becomes Washington Street. Take Washington to 5th and turn left. Head west on 5th to Deaconess Medical
Office Building at 801 W. 5th Avenue.

PRESCRIPTION PROCEDURE
You must allow up to 72 hours (or three business days) for all prescription requests to be completed. Please do
not wait until you have taken your last dose to request a refill. We do not keep any medication or samples on site. As
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a general rule, our prescribers require 2 visits to consult with you and assess your needs prior to prescribing medication.
Please be aware prescriptions will not be given at your initial appointment.
Refill procedures:
□

You can electronically request refills can be requested through MyChart. Please speak with the front desk for
help getting signed up.

□

You can contact your pharmacy for all refill requests. The pharmacy will then request a refill from your provider.

□

If your medication is a controlled substance, call and leave a detailed request at (509) 342-3480, option # 2.
Leave your full legal name, date of birth, requested medication and preferred pharmacy.

□

If you use a mail order pharmacy, regardless of what type of medication it is, you must call our office 2-3 weeks
before you run out.

□

If you have any questions or are having side effects please call our office at 509-342-3480

Please do not continually call after you have made your initial request unless 72 hours (or three business days) have
passed and you have not heard from us.

**If your child/dependent is the patient, please fill out their information
Patient History for ____________________________________
DOB: __________________________
Who is filling out this paperwork? _______________________________________________________
Who lives in your home with you?
Name

Age

Occupation/Grade

Relationship to you
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Do you have children or adult children who live outside the home?
Name
Age
Occupation/Grade

Who lived in your home growing up?
Name

Relationship to you

Relationship to you

à Did your parent’s divorce? ____No ____Yes when I was ____ years old
à Were you abused or neglected as a child?

No

Yes How_____________________________________

à Are you concerned that you are currently in an unsafe household?

No

Yes

Were any of the following problems for you or are they problems currently? Check all that apply.
Problem
Current Problem
Past Problem
Discipline problem in school
Delinquency
Running away from home
Persistent lying
Theft or vandalism
Frequent initiation of fights
Poor grades
Other
à Have you ever been arrested?
à Have you ever been in jail?

No
No

Yes. When? _____________ Why? ______________________
Yes. When? _______________ Why? ______________________

à Do you currently have any legal problems?

No

Yes ______________________________________

Mental Health Information

Place Patient Label Here

Check the problems that are causing you to seek help:
Anxiety

ADHD

Autism

Behavioral Problems

Bipolar Disorder

Insomnia

Depression

Eating Problem

OCD

Panic Attacks

PTSD

Stress

Substance Abuse

Bariatric Evaluation

Medical Issues

Pain

Other _______________________________
à Please briefly describe the reason that you are seeking help. __________________________________ _
à When did these problems begin? __________________________________________________________
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à Have you attempted suicide?

No

Yes When? ___________________________________________

à Have you wished you were dead or wished you could go to sleep and not wake up?
à Have you actually had thoughts about killing yourself?

No

No

Yes

à Have you done anything, started to do anything, or prepared to do anything to end your life?
à Are you having thoughts about hurting someone else?

No

Yes
No

Yes

Yes

à Have you had mental health treatment before?
No
Yes
With whom? ______________________________ When? _____________________________________
à Was previous treatment helpful?

No

Yes

Does anyone in your family have mental health, drug, or alcohol problems?
Name
Age
Mental Health Problem

Relationship to you

Medical Information
Please list all medical problems that you currently have.
Diagnosis

à Have you ever had a head injury?

No

Treating Provider

Yes When? _______________________________________

Please list all mental health medication you currently take.
Medication
Dosage

Please list all mental health medications taken in the past.
Medication
Dosage

Response

Response
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Please list ALL medications and supplements that you currently take.
Medication
Dosage

Prescribing provider

à Do you have any medication allergies or significant adverse reactions?

No

Yes to ______________

Substance Use Information
à Do you smoke, use an e-cigarette or chew tobacco?
Please indicate your history and current use of drugs.
Drug Name
Currently Using
Alcohol
Marijuana
Cocaine/Crack
Ecstasy/Molly
Heroin
IV Drugs
LSD
Meth/Speed
Prescriptions (abusive use)
Other

No

Yes, ___________ packs per day

Used in the past year

Ever used

ACE Score Questionnaire
Many stressful life experiences are listed in the table below. In the left-hand column, answer “Yes” if you have had the experience
or “No” if you have not. Then in the two columns on the right, rate how much the experience bothered you when it happened, and how
much it bothers you now, using the 0-10 scare from “Not at All” to “Very Much”.
Have You
Had this
Experience?

Description of Life Experience

Enter
Yes or No

While I was growing up, during the first 18 years of my life…

How much did this
experience bother
you at the Time it
Happened?
0-Not at all
to
10-Very much

How much
does this
bother you
Now?
0-Not at all
to
10-very Much
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

A parent or other adult in my home often or very often…swore at me, insulted
me, put me down, or humiliated me. Or-acted in a way that made me afraid that
I might be physically hurt.
A parent or other adult in my home often or very often…pushed, grabbed,
slapped, spanked, choked or threw something at me. Or- ever, even just once,
hit me so hard that I had marks or I was injured.
An adult or person at least 5 years older than me ever, even just once… touched
or fondled me or had me touch their body in a sexual way. Or- attempted or
actually had oral, anal or vaginal intercourse with me.
I often or very often… felt that no one in my family loved me or no one in my
family thought I was important or special. Or- my family members didn’t look
out for each other, feel close to each other, or support each other.
I often or very often felt that… I did not have enough to eat, had to wear dirty
clothes, and had no one to protect me. Or my parents were too drunk or high to
take care of me or take me to the doctor if needed.
My parents were ever separated or divorced, even if they got back together.
My mother or stepmother often or very often was pushed, grabbed, slapped, or
had something thrown at her. Or sometimes, often, or very often was kicked,
bitten, hit with a fist, or hit with something hard. Or ever repeatedly hit at least
a few minutes or threatened with a gun or knife.
I lived with someone who was a problem drinker or alcoholic or used street
drugs.
A parent of other adult in my home was depressed, or was mentally ill or
attempted suicide.
A parent or other adult in my home went to prison.

Place Patient Label Here

Child/Adolescent Psychiatry Screen (CAPS)
Childs Name:

Date of Birth:
Form completed by:

Male:

Female:

Relationship to the child:

For each item below, check the one category that best describes your child during the past 6 months.
□
□
□
□

None=the child never or rarely exhibits this behavior.
Mild=the child exhibits this behavior approximately once per week, and a few others notice or complain about this
behavior.
Moderate=the child exhibits this behavior almost daily, and multiple others complain about this behavior.
Past=the child used to have significant problems with this behavior, but not during the past 6 months.
None

1.

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Past

Has difficulty separating from parents* (*= or major caregiver/guardian)
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Worries excessively about losing or harm occurring to parents*
Worries about being separated from parent* (getting lost or kidnapped)
Resists going to school or elsewhere because of fears of separation
Resists being alone or without parents*
Has difficulty going to sleep without parent nearby
Physical complaints (headaches, stomach ache, nausea) when anticipating separation

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Has discrete periods of intense fear that peak within 10 minutes
Has excessive, unreasonable fear of a specific object or situation
Has recurrent thoughts that cause marked distress (e.g., fears germs)
Driven to perform repetitive behaviors (e.g., handwashing, doing things 3 times)
Has recurrent, distressing recollections of past difficult or painful events
Worries excessively about multiple things (e.g., school, family, health, etc.)

14. Goes to the bathroom at inappropriate times or places
15. Makes noises, and is often unaware of them
16. Makes repetitive, sudden, nonrhythmic movements
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Fails to pay close attention to details or makes careless mistakes
Has difficulty sustaining attention during play or school activities
Does not seem to listen when spoken to directly
Does not follow through on instructions; fails to finish schoolwork/chores
Has difficulty organizing tasks and activities
Loses things necessary for tasks or activities (toys, pencils, etc.)
Is easily distracted by irrelevant stimuli
Is forgetful in daily activities

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Is fidgety or squirms in seat
Has difficulty remaining seated
Runs or climbs excessively; is restless
Talks excessively
Blurts out answers before questions have been completed
Has difficulty waiting turn
Interrupts or intrudes on others

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Episodes of unusually elevated or irritable mood
During this episode, grandiosity or markedly inflated self-esteem (superhero)
During this episode. Is more talkative than usual/seems pressured to keep talking
During this episode, races from thought to thought
During this episode, is very distractible
During this episode, excessively involved in things (too religious, hypersexual)
During this episode, dangerous involvement in pleasurable activity (spending, sex)

None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Past

39. Depressed or irritable mood most of the day, most days for at least 1 week
40. Loss of interest in previously enjoyable activities
41. Notable change in appetite (not when dieting or trying to gain weight)
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42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Difficulty falling or staying asleep, or sleeping excessively through the day
Others notice the child is sluggish or agitated most of the time
Loss of energy nearly every day
Feelings of worthlessness or inappropriate guilty nearly every day
Thinks about dying or wouldn’t care if died

47. Smokes cigarettes, drinks alcohol, OR abuses drugs (Circle all that apply)
48. Has bad things happen when under the influence of substances
49. Has made unsuccessful efforts to stop using a substance
50.
51.
52.
53.

Is excessively worried about gaining weight, even though underweight
If female, has stopped having menstrual cycles (after regularly having)
Thinks he/she is fat, even though not overweight (pulls skin and claims is fat, etc.)
Engages in binging and purging (eats excessively, then vomits or uses laxatives)

54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

Bullies, threatens, or intimidates others
Initiates physical fights
Uses weapons that could harm others
Has been physically cruel to animals
Has shoplifted or stolen items
Has deliberately set fires
Has deliberately destroyed others’ property

61.
62.
63.
64.

Lies to obtain goods or to avoid obligations
Stays out at night despite parental prohibitions
Has run away from home overnight on at least two occasions
Is truant from school

65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

Loses temper
Actively defies or refuses to comply with adult rules
Deliberately annoys others
Blames others for his/her mistakes or misbehavior
Easily annoyed by others
Is spiteful or vindictive

None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Past

71. Has unusual thoughts that others cannot understand or believe
72. Hears voices speaking to him/her that others don’t hear
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.

Does poorly at sports or game requiring physical coordination skills
Has difficulty at school with: reading, writing, math, spelling (circle all that apply)
Had delayed speech or has limited language now
Avoids eye contact during conversations
Does not follow when others point to objects
Shows little interest in others; emotionally out of sync with others
Difficulty starting, stopping conversation; continues talking after others lose interest
Uses unusual phrases, possibly over and over (speaks Disney or movie lines)
Does not engage in make-believe play; plays more alone than with others
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82.
83.
84.
85.

Unusual preoccupations with objects or unusual routines (lines up 100’s cars, etc.)
Difficulty with transitions; may be inflexible about adhering to routines or rules
Shows unusual physical mannerisms (hand-flapping, shrieks, objects in mouth, etc.)
Unusual preoccupations (schedules, own alphabet, weather reports, etc.)

Please list any other symptoms that concern you:

Place Patient Label Here
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